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Dynamic changes in somatosensory and
cerebellar activity mediate temporal
recalibration of self-touch
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An organism’s ability to accurately anticipate the sensations caused by its own actions is crucial for a
wide range of behavioral, perceptual, and cognitive functions. Notably, the sensorimotor expectations
produced when touching one’s own body attenuate such sensations, making them feel weaker and
less ticklish and rendering them easily distinguishable from potentially harmful touches of external
origin. How the brain learns and keeps these action-related sensory expectations updated is unclear.
Hereweemploypsychophysics and functionalmagnetic resonance imaging topinpoint thebehavioral
and neural substrates of dynamic recalibration of expected temporal delays in self-touch. Our
psychophysical results reveal that self-touches are less attenuated after systematic exposure to
delayed self-generated touches, while responses in the contralateral somatosensory cortex that
normally distinguish between delayed and nondelayed self-generated touches become
indistinguishable. During the exposure, the ipsilateral anterior cerebellum shows increased activity,
supporting its proposed role in recalibrating sensorimotor predictions. Moreover, responses in the
cingulate areas gradually increase, suggesting that as delay adaptation progresses, the nondelayed
self-touches trigger activity related to cognitive conflict. Together, our results show that sensorimotor
predictions in the simplest act of touching one’s own body are upheld by a sophisticated and flexible
neural mechanism that maintains them accurate in time.

Our perception is shaped by the predictions we make about ourselves and
the world and against which we compare our incoming sensations1–5. One
source of these predictions is based on the motor signals of our voluntary
movements. Accordingly, the brain implements an internal forward model
that represents our motor apparatus and the environment and that
associates motor commands with their sensory consequences. Based on
these associations, the brain forms predictions about the expected sensory
consequences of a particular movement (i.e., sensory feedback), including
their timing, given a copy of the motor command (“efference copy”)6–10.
These predictions are essential; they compensate for neural delays in
receiving and processing the actual sensory feedback11,12, prospectively
correct motor errors7, improve the estimation of the current state of our
body8,13,14 and attenuate the received sensory feedback (i.e., self-generated
sensations) to increase the salience of externally generated sensations6,15–18.

Nevertheless, although our perception is stable, the dynamics of our
body and the world change. For example, as we grow, the neural delays in
receiving and processing sensory feedback change19. Similarly, throughout

our life, we learn with practice to manipulate objects with novel dynamics
that we do not know beforehand20. Therefore, it is fundamental that our
nervous system detects persistent errors between the expected and received
sensory feedback of the movement (i.e., prediction errors) and uses these
errors to recalibrate the internalmodel to thenewstatistics, therebyensuring
accurate predictions, stable perception, andadaptive control7,21–25. To test for
such recalibration, experimental studies have typically introduced pertur-
bations between participants’movements (e.g., armmovements or speech)
and the associated sensory consequences and tested whether participants’
behavior changes as the result of the adaptation to the perturbations7,23,26. In
the domain of time, several earlier studies have injected delays between the
movement and the associated visual/auditory/vestibular consequences and
showed that participants adapt to delays by adjusting theirmovements and/
or perceptual biases27–37. Importantly, these effects becomemuch smaller or
negligible in the absence of movement32,38.

Regarding adaptation to delays in the somatosensory consequences of
actions, Witney et al.39 showed that the timing of grip force responses
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typically observedwhen an object we hold in a precision grip is pulled on by
our other hand40,41 shifted toward a later timing after exposure to persistent
delays (i.e., 250ms) between the pulling action of one hand and the grip
force of the other. Given that previous experiments demonstrated that this
grip modulation is anticipatory and time-locked to the predicted self-
generated change in the load force by the internal model40–44, these results
suggested that the internal model is recalibrated by learning the delay
between the pulling action and the grip response39. In strong agreement,
Kilteni et al.45 showed that nondelayed self-generated touches produced by
touching one hand with the other feel stronger and are more frequently
reported as ticklish after exposure to persistent delays (i.e., 100ms) between
the action of one hand and resulting touch on the other. Without exposure
to delays, nondelayed self-generated touches are robustly attenuated com-
pared to externally generated touches17,45–65 or delayed self-generated tou-
ches of identical intensity45,57,59,63,66,67 because the nondelayed ones are
received at the predicted time of contact between the two hands by the
internal model. Consequently, the increased magnitude of the nondelayed
self-generated touches after exposure to persistent delays suggested that the
predicted time of contact shifted45. In further support of this interpretation,
Kilteni et al.45 showed that during the same exposure to the delays, delayed
self-generated touches become expected and thus attenuated, resulting in
similar perceptual responses between delayed and nondelayed touches.
Together, these studies39,45 provided evidence that persistent sensorimotor
delays can be learned to be expected, forcing a recalibration in the predic-
tions of the internal model.

Nevertheless, how the brain learns to adapt to these delays remains
unclear as, to our knowledge, no neuroimaging study has assessed
adaptation-related changes during delays in self-generated touches. Instead,
previous neuroimaging studies showed that when brief delays were intro-
duced between participants’ movement and the self-generated touches,
there were increased cerebellar66 and somatosensory63 responses, increased
functional connectivity between the supplementary motor area and cere-
bellum, and decreased functional connectivity between the somatosensory
cortices and cerebellum63. Critically, these previous studieswere designed to
specifically preclude adaptation to the delay, either by alternating trials of
different delays in random order66 or by blocking together delayed trials63

that were purposefully selected to be too few to trigger adaptation45.
Here, we used our previous sensorimotor self-touch delay adaptation

paradigm45 together with functional magnetic neuroimaging (fMRI) to
examine the effect of systematic exposure to delays on the neural responses
associated with self-touch. We analyzed BOLD responses evoked when
participants administered with their right index finger nondelayed or
delayed (i.e., 100ms) self-generated touches to their left index finger
(through a setup, see below). Critically, nondelayed and delayed self-
generated touches occurred in two contexts, either while participants were
being systematically exposed to no injected delay (0ms delay, baseline

session) or when they were systematically exposed to persistent delays of
100ms (adaptation session) between themovement of the right indexfinger
and the resulting touch on the left index finger.

By adopting this experimental design, we could test three specific
hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that if participants update their sensor-
imotor predictions during the adaptation session, delayed self-generated
touches should become neurally attenuated, while nondelayed touches
should exhibit less neural attenuation. These changes should be reflected in
dynamic alterations in neural activity within the somatosensory cortices,
resulting inmore comparable somatosensory activity levels for the two types
of touches after the delay exposure. Second, given the involvement of the
cerebellum in acquiring, storing, and recalibrating the internal models, as
well as in sensorimotor learning16,25,68–75, we expected delay adaptation to
produce plastic changes in cerebellar activity reflecting the temporal reca-
libration of the internal model. Third, we reasoned that once the internal
model has been recalibrated to a certain extent and the participants’ non-
delayed self-touches are “treated” as more unexpected, these will elicit
activity in areas involved in conflict monitoring, such as the anterior cin-
gulate cortex (ACC)32,76–82. This would occur because the unexpected non-
delayed self-touch is conflictingwith a lifetimeof experiencing (nondelayed)
self-touches as fully predictable.

Results
Comparable force production and force stimuli across all beha-
vioral and fMRI runs
While lying on the MRI scanner bed, 24 participants tapped a force sensor
with their right index finger (active tap) and received a force (2 N intensity,
250ms duration) on the left index finger (test tap) via a probe controlled by
an electric motor (Fig. 1a). There were two sessions presented in rando-
mized order across participants: the adaptation session that involved con-
tinuous exposure to an injected delay of 100ms between the active tap and
the test tap (purple, Fig. 1b) and the baseline session that involved con-
tinuous exposure to a 0ms injected delay (no injected delay) between the
active tap and the test tap (orange, Fig. 1b) and served as the control session.
Each session consisted of three fMRI runs (early, middle, late) and three
behavioral runs (early,middle, late) in alternating order, resulting to a total
of six fMRI and six behavioral runs per participant (Fig. 1b). Within each
session, all three fMRI runswere identical, andall three behavioral runswere
identical.

Each fMRI run consisted of 235 trials, on average, and included trials of
both nondelayed and delayed self-generated touches. In each trial, partici-
pants tapped the force sensor with their right index finger (active tap) after
an auditory GO cue. A “PRESS”message was displayed on the screen seen
through amirror attached to the head coil to remind participants’what they
had to do after the auditory cue (Fig. 2). The active tap of the right index
finger (force exceeding >0.4 N) triggered the test tap with either a 100ms

Fig. 1 | Experimental setup and design. aAn fMRI-compatible setupwas used in all
the fMRI and behavioral runs. In all runs, participants were asked to tap a force
sensor with their right index finger (active tap) that triggered the electric motor to
apply a tap on their left index finger (test tap; magnified view and force profile

outlined in small white boxes). b The study was organized in two sessions, each
consisting of three fMRI and three behavioral runs (early, middle, late). In the
adaptation session (purple), we injected a 100 ms delay between the active tap and
the test tap, while in the baseline session (orange), we injected a 0 ms delay.
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Fig. 2 | The fMRI runs. Each session consisted of three identical fMRI runs—the
early,middle, and late fMRI runs. Each run consisted of a series of delayed (purple)
and nondelayed (orange) self-generated touches. Participants were asked to fixate
their gaze on thefixation cross seen on the screen. In every trial, participants heard an
auditory GO cue and received the message “PRESS” on the screen that instructed
them to tap the force sensor with their right hand (active tap, gray rectangle) and
received the test tap on their left index finger (2 N) either with a 0 ms (orange

rectangle) or a 100 ms injected delay (purple rectangle) from the electricmotor. Each
run included the same percentage of nondelayed and delayed self-generated touch
trials. In the adaptation session (purple, top), 88% of trials were delayed (purple) and
12% were nondelayed (orange) self-generated touches. In the baseline (orange,
bottom), 88% of the trials were nondelayed self-generated touches and 12% of the
trials were delayed self-generated touches.
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injected delay (Fig. 2, delayed) or with a 0ms injected delay simulating self-
touch (Fig. 2, nondelayed). In the adaptation session, 88% of the trials were
delayed self-generated touches (i.e., we injected a 100ms delay between
active and test taps),while 12%of the trialswerenondelayed touches (i.e., we
injected a 0ms delay between active and test taps). By contrast, in the
baseline session, 88%of the trialswerenondelayedand12%of the trialswere
delayed. Thus, this design provided systematic exposure to the delay while
enabling us to assess neural responses to both delayed and nondelayed self-
generated touches in each session.

Each behavioral run included trials of nondelayed and delayed self-
generated touches and 50 response trials (Fig. 3). The trials of nondelayed
and delayed touches were identical to those of the fMRI runs and served to
retain the delay adaptation and avoid washout effects—in line with a neural
model of temporal sensorimotor recalibration33 and our previous study45. In
the three behavioral runs of the adaptation session, all trials were delayed,
while in the three behavioral runs of the baseline session, all trials were
nondelayed. The 50 response trials enabled us to collect perceptual
responses and included a two-alternative forced-choice force-
discrimination task (Fig. 3) that has previously been used to quantify
somatosensory perception45,50,52,53,56,57,63–65,67, including during delay
adaptation45. Each response trial was preceded by five delayed (Fig. 3a, top,
purple) or nondelayed (Fig. 3b, bottom, orange) self-generated touches
depending on the session. In the response trials, participants were presented

with two taps on the left index finger—the nondelayed self-generated test
tap of fixed magnitude (2 N) and one externally generated comparison tap
of variable magnitude (1, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5, or 3 N). After receiving the
two taps, participants verbally indicatedwhich tap felt stronger (Fig. 3b, left).
A “JUDGE”messagewas displayedon the screen seen through themirror to
remindparticipants’ that theyhad to report their judgments. The behavioral
runs enabled us to assess perceptual responses to nondelayed self-generated
touches in each session.

We first confirmed that participants received comparable touches (test
taps) and performed comparable presses (active taps) across all behavioral
and fMRI runs (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). This was supported by both
frequentist and Bayesian analyses (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2), ensuring
that any perceptual or neural effects detected during the runs were not
driven by the physical magnitude of the touch participants received on their
left indexfinger (test taps) or by themagnitude of the participants’presses of
their right index finger (active taps).

When systematically exposed to delayed self-generated tou-
ches, nondelayedself-generated touches feel stronger over time
compared to the same touches in the baseline
Next, we fitted the participants’ responses in the response trials with a
generalized linear model (Supplementary Fig. 3) and extracted the point of
subjective equality (PSE) which represents the intensity at which the test tap

Fig. 3 | The behavioral runs. a Each behavioral run
consisted of 50 response trials with each response
trial being preceded by 5 delayed self-generated
touch trials in the adaptation session (top, purple) or
5 nondelayed self-generated touch trials in the
baseline session (bottom, orange). Identical to the
fMRI trials, upon hearing an auditory GO cue,
participants tapped the force sensor with their right
index finger (active tap) and received the test tap on
their left index finger (2 N) with delay (adaptation
session) or without delay (baseline). In the response
trials, the test tap was always nondelayed (orange).
Following, a second tap (comparison tap) of variable
magnitude (black rectangle) was applied to the
participant’s left index finger. bAfter receiving both
taps, participants verbally reported which of the two
taps (i.e., the test or the comparison tap) felt stron-
ger. Therefore, the behavioral runs enabled us to
track changes in the perception of nondelayed self-
generated touch due to delay adaptation. The par-
ticipants’ responses on each task were fitted with a
logistic function for each run of the baseline (solid
line) and adaptation session (dashed line). The
orange color of the two lines represents that they
both concern the perception of nondelayed self-
generated touch.
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felt as strong as the comparison tap and quantifies the perceived intensity of
the test tap, and the just noticeable difference (JND) which reflects the
participants’ discrimination capacity. PSEs and JNDs are independent
sensory judgments: higher PSE values indicate a stronger perceived mag-
nitude, while higher JND values indicate a lower force-discrimination
capacity (i.e., lower somatosensory precision).

Basedonourprevious study45,we expected tofinda significant increase
in the perceivedmagnitude of nondelayed self-generated touch (PSE) in the
adaptation compared to the baseline session (main effect of session). In
addition, in our previous study, we found the earliest behavioral effects on
the perception of nondelayed self-generated touch after a total of 1250
exposure trials (200 initial exposure trials + 3 × 350 re-exposure trials =
1250 total exposure trials) (Experiment 2 in ref. 46). Consequently, we here
expected to see a significant increase in the perceived magnitude of non-
delayed self-generated touch in the late run that was performed after >1100
trials of exposure to the delayed touches, but not earlier. Finally, we did not
expect to find any JND effects.

In line with our hypothesis, a two-way RMANOVA on the PSEs with
the session and run as repeated factors revealed a significant main effect of
session (F(1, 23) = 4.863, P = 0.038); that is, nondelayed self-generated
touches felt significantly stronger in the adaptation session compared to
identical nondelayed self-generated touches in the baseline, replicating our
previous effects45 (Fig. 4a). The main effect of run was not significant (F(2,
46) = 1.810, P = 0.175), suggesting that time per se was not driving any
perceptual affects. In agreement with our hypothesis and previous results45,
the difference between the PSEs of the two sessions was more prominent in
the late runs (paired t test, n = 24, t(23) = 3.468, P = 0.002, CI95 = [0.047,
0.185]) than in the early (paired t test, n = 24, t(23) = 1.045, P = 0.307,
CI95 = [−0.038, 0.114]) or middle runs (paired t test, n = 24, t(23) = 0.659,
P = 0.51, CI95 = [−0.055, 0.107]) (Fig. 4b), although we note that the inter-
action session × run did not reach statistical significance (F(2, 46) = 2.695,
P = 0.078, BF01 = 1.295). The change in the PSEs between the two sessions
was time-dependent, as itwasnot apparent between the early and themiddle
trials (paired t test,n = 24, t(23) =−0.317,P = 0.754,CI95 = [−0.095, 0.069]),

Fig. 4 | Perceptual changes to nondelayed self-
generated touches due to exposure to delayed self-
generated touches. a Individual and group PSE
values (mean ± s.e.m.) averaged across all runs,
showing a significant increase (P = 0.038) in the
perceived magnitude of the nondelayed self-
generated touch after repeated exposure to the
100 ms injected delay (empty circles) compared to
the baseline session (filled circles). b Individual and
group PSE values (mean ± s.e.m.) per session and
run showing that the nondelayed self-generated
touches felt significantly stronger in the late runs of
the adaptation session compared to the baseline
(P = 0.002). c Individual and group PSE differences
between the two sessions (mean ± s.e.m.) over time.
The change was significantly greater in the late
compared to middle runs (P = 0.042). d Individual
and group JND values (mean ± s.e.m.) per session
and run depicting no statistically significant changes
in JNDs in any of the runs or sessions. e Group
psychometric curves per session and run based on
the group PSE and JND values. The arrow indicates
the direction of the shift in the perceived magnitude
of the nondelayed self-generated touch during the
late runs of the adaptation session (dashed line)
compared to the baseline session (solid line).
(*P < 0.5, **P < 0.01).
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it becamenumerically greater in the late compared to the early runs (paired t
test, n = 24, t(23) = 1.738, P = 0.096, CI95 = [−0.015, 0.170]), and sig-
nificantly greater in the late compared tomiddle runs (paired t test, n = 24,
t(23) = 2.156, P = 0.042, CI95 = [0.004, 0.117]) (Fig. 4c). As expected, the
delay adaptationwas specific to theperceivedmagnitude (PSEs) of the touch
and did not affect its discrimination capacity (JNDs): there was no statis-
tically significant main effects of session (F(1, 23) = 2.472, P = 0.130) or run
(F(2, 46) = 1.047, P = 0.359), nor a significant interaction effect (F(2,
46) = 0.121, P = 0.886) (Fig. 4d), strongly supported by a Bayesian two-way
RM ANOVA (BF01 = 29.012). Figure 4e illustrates the abovementioned
results as the shift in the group psychometric curve observed in the late
phase of the adaptation session.

In conclusion, thenondelayed self-generated toucheswere significantly
less attenuatedduring the latephase of the adaptation compared to identical
self-generated touches in the baseline session, effectively demonstrating
behavioral adaptation to the systematic sensorimotor delay that scaled with
longer exposure. This confirms that we could replicate our previous beha-
vioral results45 in the current setup adopted for the MRI scanner
environment.

Responses in thecontralateral secondarysomatosensorycortex
are stronger for delayed than nondelayed self-generated tou-
ches in the baseline and do not change over time
After standard fMRI preprocessing, BOLD signal responses were modeled
by fitting voxelwise general linear models (GLMs) to the data of each fMRI
run. For all six runs, the main regressor of interest was the deviant touches
(i.e., 12% delayed touches in the early,middle, and late runs of the baseline
session, and 12% nondelayed touches in the early,middle, and late runs of
the adaptation session), while the repeated standard touches (i.e., 88%
nondelayed touches in the early, middle, and late runs of the baseline ses-
sion, and 88% delayed touches in the early, middle, and late runs of the
adaptation session) weremodeled as the “implicit” baseline. To account for
the potential influence of small variations in the magnitude of the self-
generated force of active taps on the BOLD signal83,84, we also included the
magnitude of the active tap on each trial as a parametricmodulator. Finally,
we created six contrasts for all the deviant self-generated touches against the
implicit baseline (baselineearly > 0, baselinemiddle > 0, baselinelate > 0,
adaptationearly > 0, adaptationmiddle > 0, adaptationlate > 0) and inserted
them within a 2 × 3 full factorial design with two within-subjects factors:
session (adaptation or baseline) and run (early,middle, late).Weperformed
both ROI and whole-brain analyses and denote that a peak survived a
thresholdofP < 0.05after correction formultiple comparisonsat thewhole-
brain or small-volume level by adding the term “FWEWB” and “FWESV”
after the P value, respectively.

Basedonourprevious results63, wefirst confirmed that thedelayed self-
generated touches elicit stronger somatosensory activity than the non-
delayed ones in the baseline session (i.e., baseline > 0, baselineearly > 0,
baselinemiddle > 0, baselinelate > 0), that is, when participants were not sys-
tematically exposed to the delayed touches but to the nondelayed ones.
Indeed, somatosensory responses in the right secondary somatosensory
cortex were significantly stronger for delayed compared to nondelayed self-
generated touches (baseline > 0, MNI: x = 54, y =−20, z = 22, P < 0.001
FWEWB) (Fig. 5a, b and Supplementary Table 1). A similar pattern was
observed in the responses of the left secondary somatosensory cortex (MNI:
x =−44, y =−30, z = 20, P < 0.001 uncorrected) and the right S1 (MNI:
x = 54, y =−16, z = 44, P = 0.024 uncorrected) that did not survive whole-
brain corrections. The effects in right secondary somatosensory cortex were
statistically observed in all runs: early (baselineearly > 0, MNI: x = 58,
y =−16, z = 20, P = 0.004 FWESV),middle (baselinemiddle > 0, MNI: x = 44,
y =−28, z = 22, P = 0.006 FWESV), and late (baselinelate > 0, MNI: x = 54,
y =−20, z = 22, P < 0.001 FWESV). Critically, when testing for any differ-
ences in the BOLD responses over the three runs of the baseline session,
there were no significant changes from the early to the middle run
(baselinemiddle>baselineearly, SupplementaryTable 2), fromthemiddle to the
late run (baselinelate > baselinemiddle, Supplementary Table 3), nor from the
early to the late run (i.e., no activations at P > 0.001 uncorrected for
baselinelate > baselineearly). There were also no significant activations in the
opposite direction: i.e., no activations at P < 0.001 uncorrected for the three
contrasts of baselineearly > baselinemiddle, baselinemiddle > baselinelate and
baselineearly > baselinelate).

Together, these results demonstrate that without systematic exposure
to delayed self-generated touches (baseline session), somatosensory
responses in the right secondary somatosensory cortex are stronger for
delayed than for identical nondelayed touches and remain stable over time
(i.e., no adaptation). This replicates the well-established somatosensory
attenuation effect to self-touch in this area49,55,58,63.

When systematically exposed to delayed self-generated tou-
ches, responses in the contralateral secondary somatosensory
cortex become comparable for delayed and nondelayed self-
generated touches, and their difference significantly decreases
compared to the baseline
Next, we examined possible differences in the activation of the secondary
somatosensory cortex between delayed and nondelayed self-generated
touches in the adaptation session.We expected that as participants adapted
to the delay, somatosensory responses to the nondelayed touches would
increase (i.e., less attenuation) and responses to the delayed touches would
decrease (i.e., attenuation), resulting in comparable responses in the right

Fig. 5 | Somatosensory activations during the delayed compared to the non-
delayed self-generated touches in the baseline session. a Sagittal, coronal, and axial
views of the significant peak of activation (P < 0.05 FWEWB) located in the right
secondary somatosensory cortex (parietal operculum; MNI: x = 54, y =−20, z = 22)
during all trials of the baseline session. The activation maps are rendered on the

MNI-152 template brain and are displayed at an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.001.
Red circles are centered over the main significant peak. The color bar indicates the
values of the t-statistic. b Contrast estimates and 90% CI for the significant soma-
tosensory peak in all runs of the baseline session.
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secondary somatosensory cortex for both types of self-generated touches.
Based on our previous study45, we did not expect a complete reversal of the
neural patterns for delayed and nondelayed trials after delay exposure but
rather a similarity in responses.

In line with our hypothesis, there was no significant activation of the
secondary somatosensory cortex (P < 0.001 uncorrected) or activation of
any somatosensory area (at P < 0.05 FWEWB or FWESV) when we con-
trasted the delayed to the nondelayed self-generated touches in the adap-
tation session (adaptation < 0, Supplementary Table 4). Thus, the strongly
significant activation of the right secondary somatosensory cortex observed
in the baseline session (see above) was not observed in the adaptation
session. This could be because when participants adapt to the sensorimotor

delay, the nondelayed self-generated touches elicit stronger somatosensory
BOLD responses due to weaker sensorimotor predictions, and the delayed
self-generated touches elicit weaker somatosensory BOLD responses due to
greater sensorimotor predictions. To provide statistical support for the
absence of the BOLD effect in the secondary somatosensory cortex between
delayed and nondelayed self-generated touches, we extracted the mean
activity for delayed and nondelayed touches from the right secondary
somatosensory cortex area we identified in the baseline session using an
anatomical mask. For all runs in the adaptation session, as well as when
considering each run separately, Bayesian statistics favored the null
hypothesis (delayed ≤nondelayed) over the alternative hypothesis (delayed
> nondelayed) in the BOLD signal: all runs of adaptation session, BF0- =

Fig. 6 | Systematic exposure to the sensorimotor delay led to significant changes
in secondary somatosensory cortex activation for delayed versus nondelayed self-
generated touches between the baseline and the adaptation sessions. a Sagittal,
coronal, and axial views of the significant peak of activation (P < 0.05 FWESV)
located in the right secondary somatosensory cortex (parietal operculum; MNI:
x = 58, y =−18, z = 22) during all trials of the baseline session compared to all trials

of the adaptation session. The activation maps are rendered on the MNI-152 tem-
plate brain and are displayed at an uncorrected threshold ofP < 0.001. Red circles are
centered over the main significant peak. The color bar indicates the values of the
t-statistic. bContrast estimates and 90%CI for the significant somatosensory peak in
all runs of the baseline and adaptation session.

Fig. 7 | Cerebellar and anterior cingulate activations during the nondelayed
compared to the delayed self-generated touches across the exposure time in the
adaptation session. a Sagittal and axial views and cerebellar flatmap of the sig-
nificant peak of activation (P < 0.05 FWESV) located in the left cerebellum (lobules
IV/V; MNI: x =−16, y =−38, z =−26) that increased its activity from the early to
the middle runs of the adaptation session. c Sagittal, coronal, and axial views of the
significant peak of activation (P < 0.05 FWESV) located in the anterior cingulate

cortex (ACC) (MNI: x = 2, y = 40, z = 2) that increased its activity from the early to
the late runs of the adaptation session. a, c The activation maps are rendered on the
MNI-152 template brain and are displayed at an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.001.
Red circles are centered over the main peak. The color bar indicates the values of the
t-statistic. b, dContrast estimates and 90%CI for the peaks displayed in (a, c) across
all three runs of the adaptation session.
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9.266 (adaptation < 0); early, BF0- = 6.099 (adaptationearly < 0);middle, BF0-
= 9.553, (adaptationmiddle < 0); late, BF0- = 8.213 (adaptationlate < 0) (Sup-
plementary Fig. 4). No region showed the opposite pattern of responses
(adaptation > 0), either in the secondary somatosensory cortex (atP < 0.001
uncorrected) or anywhere in the brain (P < 0.05 FWEWB/FWESV) (Sup-
plementary Table 5).

When directly comparing the difference between delayed and non-
delayed self-generated touches between the adaptation and the baseline
sessions, we observed a significant cluster in the secondary somatosensory
cortex (baseline – (–adaptation), MNI: x = 58, y =−18, z = 22, P < 0.001
FWESV) (Fig. 6, Supplementary Table 6, and Supplementary Fig. 5). This
effect reflects significantly less secondary somatosensory cortex neural
attenuation in the adaptation session compared to the baseline session for
nondelayed compared to delayed touches.

In conclusion, exposure to delays in the adaptation session led to a
similar degree of neural activation for delayed and nondelayed self-touches
in the secondary somatosensory cortex, i.e., this areano longerdistinguished
between delayed and nondelayed self-generated touches. This provides
neural evidence that the internal model has been recalibrated to a certain
extent and that the delay adaptation modulates the neural somatosensory
attenuation within the secondary somatosensory cortex.

When systematically exposed to delayed self-generated tou-
ches, neural responses evoked by the nondelayed self-
generated touches changeover time in the ipsilateral cerebellum
and gradually increase in the anterior cingulate areas
We anticipated that the recalibration of the internal model would be asso-
ciated with adaptation-related changes in cerebellar responses to non-
delayed self-generated touches in the adaptation session. These changes
were specifically expected (a) in lobules I–VI and VIII given that these
lobules are considered to contain two separate motor representations of the
body85–94 and (b) in the left hemisphere because they concern the recali-
bration of touches applied on the left hand and the cerebellum contains
ipsilateral body representations85,95. In line with this, we observed a sig-
nificant increase in the responses of the left anterior cerebellum (lobules
I–IV) from the early to themiddle runs thatwas subsequently reduced in the
late run (adaptationmiddle > adaptationearly, MNI: x =−16, y =−38,
z =−26,p = 0.011FWESV) (Fig. 7a, b andSupplementaryTable 7).Noother
significant cerebellar activations were observed in the rest of contrasts:
P < 0.001 uncorrected for adaptationlate > adaptationearly, adaptationlate >
adaptationmiddle, adaptationearly > adaptationmiddle, adaptationearly >
adaptationlate, and adaptationmiddle > adaptationlate.

Finally, we theorized an increase in the activity of the ACC toward the
end of the adaptation session, showing that the otherwise natural non-
delayed self-touches are now eliciting conflict-related activity because of the
internal model recalibration32. In other words, after delay adaptation, the
nondelayed self-generated touches should be considered as more unex-
pected by the brain, triggering an internal cognitive conflict with the lifetime
of experiencing (nondelayed) self-touches as fully predictable. In agreement,
we observed a significant increase in the ACC during the late compared to
the early run (adaptationlate > adaptationearly, MNI: x = 2, y = 40, z = 2,
P = 0.025 FWESV;MNI: x =−2, y = 38, z = 2,P = 0.029FWESV) (Fig. 7c and
Supplementary Table 8), which was gradual along the exposure time
(Fig. 7d). Based on cytoarchitecture probability maps96, the peak of activa-
tion corresponded to area p24ab.There were no other significant ACC
activations in the rest of the contrasts (P < 0.001 uncorrected):
adaptationmiddle > adaptationearly, adaptationlate > adaptationmiddle,
adaptationearly > adaptationmiddle, adaptationearly > adaptationlate, and
adaptationmiddle > adaptationlate.

Discussion
Prominent motor control theories6 posit that self-generated touches are
perceptually and neurally attenuated because they are predicted by the
internal model45,52,55,57,59,66. However, the fundamental question of how such
central predictions are formed—based on the sensory experience of self-

touch—and how the internalmodel is recalibrated in the brain has not been
previously addressed. In this study, we utilized fMRI alongside a self-touch
paradigm where participants underwent hundreds of trials with delayed
tactile feedback (100ms). This approach enabled us to pinpoint changes in
the BOLD signal that reflect the neural recalibration of sensory attenuation
and the internal model. Our study yielded three main novel findings. First,
the neural attenuation response in the secondary somatosensory cortex,
observedduringnatural (nondelayed) self-touch in this andnumerousprior
studies49,55,58,63, vanished after exposure to delay. This suggests that soma-
tosensory cortical attenuation is a dynamic process governed by the internal
model’s central predictions. Second, the anterior cerebellar hemisphere
demonstrated a time-varying neural activity pattern in line with the
hypothesis of internal model recalibration within this subcortical region.
Third, ACC exhibited changing activity patterns, suggesting the accumu-
lation of a cognitive conflict signal as self-generated touches began to be
expected as delayed. Taken together, these findings extend our under-
standing of the neuroplasticity that drives the dynamic recalibration of the
internal model in self-touch and, in a broader sense, sensorimotor control.

In the behavioral runs, we replicated our previous results45 showing
that participants perceive their nondelayed self-generated touches as
stronger when exposed to delayed (88%) compared to when exposed to
nondelayed (88%) self-generated touches. This reduction in attenuationwas
present in the late phase of the exposure, which aligns with the timeline
reported in our previous study45. Earlier studies have shown that the sys-
tematic exposure to delays between a voluntary action and its visual,
auditory, or somatosensory feedback induces a dynamic recalibration in the
perceived timing: for example, thedelayed sensory feedback is perceivedas if
occurring synchronously with the action, and/or the nondelayed sensory
feedback as if occurring before the action32,37,97–102. In line with this previous
literature, the current results suggest that participants shifted the expected
timing of their self-generated touches towards the delayed timing, reducing
the attenuation of their natural nondelayed self-touches.

At the neural level, when participants were not exposed to the sen-
sorimotor delay (baseline session), we observed stronger responses in the
contralateral secondary somatosensory cortex during delayed compared to
nondelayed self-generated touches. As said, this finding replicates previous
studies that have described predictive neural attenuation of self-touch in this
specific somatosensory area49,55,58,63. In contrast, when participants were
exposed to the sensorimotor delay (adaptation session), activity in the
secondary somatosensory cortex activity was indistinguishable for delayed
and nondelayed touches, and Bayesian statistics provided support for the
absence of an effect. This observation is in line with our hypothesis that the
neural responses to the nondelayed self-generated touches increase and the
neural responses to delayed self-generated touches decrease over time,
effectively minimizing their difference. Critically, a direct comparison with
the baseline session revealed that a significant change in the activity of the
secondary somatosensory cortex occurred due to the delayed exposure; that
is, the predictive attenuation of somatosensory processing in the secondary
somatosensory cortex that was robustly present in the baseline session
vanished in the adaptation session, which provides neural evidence for a
recalibration of the internal model of self-touch. This pattern of findings is
important as it suggests that the predictive attenuation of tactile input in the
somatosensory cortex is a dynamic process that is subject to neuroplasticity
and recalibration—in line with the remarkable capacity of the sensorimotor
system to adapt to internal and external changes7,8,103.

The behavioral responses showed signs of delayed adaptation in the
late run (Fig. 4), but the neural somatosensory responses showed adaptation
already fromthe early run.Although thismay seem inconsistent, one should
consider that the neural changeswe observed in the adaptation session stem
from changes affecting both delayed and nondelayed touches, while the
behavioral responses assessed the perception of only the nondelayed self-
generated touches. From a theoretical perspective, when participants are
systematically exposed to a sensorimotor delay, they should update their
internal model to predict the delayed touches and less so the nondelayed
touches.Although both effectsmight be seenas two sides of the same coin—
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as a shift in expected temporal delay45—and we have previously observed
that the magnitudes of these effects were correlated (ref. 46, Experiment 1),
they might not have the same time course. In our previous study (ref. 46,
Experiment 2), we observed that changes in the perception of delayed self-
generated touches occurred earlier than changes in the perception of non-
delayed self-generated touches. That is, fewer exposure trials were needed to
observe a significant decrease in the perceptual responses to delayed touches
than the number of trials needed to observe a significant increase in the
perceptual responses to nondelayed touches. Consequently, it might be that
the observation of earlier changes in somatosensory activity in the adap-
tation session compared to the behavioral changes in sensory attenuation in
the present study is due to the delayed touches becoming attenuated earlier,
as reflected in the BOLD responses (i.e., delayed–nondelayed) as compared
to the nondelayed touches that only show behavioral evidence of delay
adaptation later.

However, if the activity change in the secondary somatosensory cortex
reflects updates in somatosensory attenuation due to recalibration of the
internal model, where is this recalibration implemented at the neural level?
There is substantial agreement in the literature that the cerebellum is
involved in implementing the internalmodel8,23,25,75,104–107. The anatomy and
morphology of the cerebellummake it particularly suited to implement the
internal forward model12,25,70 and learn through error signals108. The major
input to the cerebellum is conveyed through the cortico-ponto-cerebellar
pathway, and cortical areas, including motor, premotor, and parietal areas,
form parallel loops with specific areas in the cerebellum
(cerebrocerebellum)109,110. In monkeys, the primary motor cortex (M1)
sends strong projections to the cerebellar lobules V andVI109,111, and studies
focusing on pontocerebellar projections (i.e., mossy fibers) provide animal
experimental evidence that during voluntary limb movement, the mossy
fiber activity ismodulatedprior to themovement onsetbut afterM1activity,
putting forward the hypothesis that these projections convey the efference
copy from M1 to the cerebellum70,72,112. This together with the fact that the
cerebellum receives proprioceptive and cutaneous feedback directly from
the body and somatosensory input might be available also from the cortex
(i.e., through the cerebrocerebellum) supported the view that the cere-
brocerebellum might act as the internal forward model70,112.

In line with this view and our hypothesis, we observed increased
activity in the anterior cerebellum ipsilateral to the touched left hand in the
middle run of the adaptation session compared to the early run, which then
decreased in the late run. It is important to note that this cerebellar activity
was localized in the hemispheres of lobules IV/V, which are part of the
sensorimotor cerebellum that is connected to sensorimotor cortical areas
and play a role in sensorimotor integration85,94,95,113. The peak activity was
located close to the sensorimotor representation of the left hand/upper
body94. Moreover, it is critical to mention that this increase was not caused
by changes in how participants pressed the sensor with their right hand in
the middle compared to the early or late runs, as our Bayesian control
analysis provided decisive evidence in favor of comparable magnitude of
press force between runs and sessions (BF01 = 5 × 109), and all forces were
included as parametric modulators of the BOLD activity, meaning that we
regressed out any possible force-related modulations of the fMRI signals.
Thus, putative differences in muscular force between delayed and non-
delayed trials cannot explain our findings83,84,114. Thus, how does this
increased activity relate to the internal model recalibration? Work in pri-
mates has shown that deep cerebellar neurons increase their activity in
response to unexpected sensory feedback115,116 but this activity decreases as
the new sensorimotor mapping is learned and returns to normal firing
patterns115. Previous studies on motor learning have shown that cerebellar
areas modulate their activity over the time course of learning new sensor-
imotor mappings as, for example, in visuomotor rotation117,118, and this
increased activity is prominent during the early phase of learning but gra-
dually decrease as learning progresses119. Moreover, earlier findings showed
that inhibitory cerebellar transcranial magnetic stimulation prevents
adaptation to delayed self-generated sounds36. Considering the current
finding and previous literature, we propose that the observed cerebellar

activity reflects error-related activity that is higher in themiddle run due to
the accumulative exposure to the delay, and that is subsequently resolved by
the recalibration of the internal model for self-touch.

The ACC, with an activation peak located most probably in area
p24ab96, showed gradually increasing activity to nondelayed self-generated
touches during the adaptation session. The ACC is a functionally hetero-
geneous region with diverse connectivity patterns for its pregenual and
subgenual parts120. The pregenual ACC has been previously associated with
conflict monitoring121, and the specific area p24ab has been recently linked
to interoception and self-body awareness120. Overall, theACChas long been
implicated in monitoring and resolving cognitive errors122, detecting
response conflict76–80, computing prediction errors81, and signaling the
unexpectedness of the outcomes of an action82, as well as the difference
between externally generated and self-generated touches58. Activity at the
interface of theACCandmedial frontal cortex has been previously reported
when investigating adaptation to temporal delays between voluntary taps
and subsequently delivered light flashes32. Specifically, Stetson and collea-
gues observed that—after adapting to delays between movement and sen-
sory feedback—flashes presentedwithout an injected delay and perceived as
occurring before the participants’movement was associated with activation
of the ACC/medial frontal cortex, interpreted by the authors as a cognitive
conflict in perceiving that effects (flashes) precede the cause (movement). In
linewith this interpretation,we speculate that the gradualACCactivation to
nondelayed self-generated touches in the present study reflects a cognitive
conflict that builds up as unexpected nondelayed self-touch conflicts with a
lifetime of previous experience of nondelayed self-touches as fully pre-
dictable. Note that when unexpected delays are introduced in self-touch
paradigms without preceding delay adaptation, activation of the ACC is
typically not seen63; indeed, we observed no such cingulate activity in our
baseline session when sensory predictions were not met in the delayed self-
touch trials. Therefore, we conclude that the ACC activity likely does not
reflect a basic sensorimotor error signal that is used to recalibrate the
internalmodel in the cerebellumbut rather a higher-order cognitive conflict
signal in the frontal association cortex related to expectation violation.

In this study, we systematically exposed participants to the same
constant delay between their movement and its somatosensory con-
sequences (88% of the trials) to induce the delay adaptation and the reca-
libration of the internalmodel.We chose this learning “by repetition” as the
most natural way of relearning the sensorimotor predictions in self-touch,
similar to how we practice learning new sensorimotor skills and tools and
the design of previous delay adaptation studies (e.g.,
refs. 32,37,97,98,100–102) and force-field and visuomotor adaptation stu-
dies (for reviews, see refs. 8,23,123,124). In relation to this method, it is
important to stress that our results cannot be explained by differences in
attention across sessions or by sensory habituation andneuronal adaptation
to the repeated tactile stimuli. If this were the case, we should have observed
the same patterns between the adaptation and the baseline session as these
lasted the same duration, and the same patterns across all runs as all touches
involved physically identical stimuli: forces of 2 N intensity, 250ms dura-
tion, applied at the same region of skin on the pulp of the left index finger
(Supplementary Notes 1 and 2). Neither the percentages of the delayed or
nondelayed trials per se can account for our results, as in both sessions, we
modeled the less frequent touches that had an identical number of
appearances (i.e., 12%) and differences between delayed and nondelayed
self-generated touches have been previously observed in experimental
contexts where predicted and unpredicted touches are equiprobable
(50–50%)63.

The present findings extend our knowledge regarding how the brain
learns movement-related sensory predictions beyond earlier work in other
species.Mice can learn to associate soundswith theirmovements, as if these
sounds were the acoustic outcome of their actions125,126. Once these self-
generated sounds are learnt to occur at a certain time with systematic
repetition, auditory cortical responses to sounds presented at that expected
time are suppressed; in contrast, if the same sounds are delayed, suppression
is smaller if not abolished18,126. In addition, moving larval zebrafish acutely
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react to perturbations in their optic flow (i.e., visual reafference) in the
opposite direction of their movement: for example, their bout lasts longer if
their visual reafference lags. Interestingly, this initial acute reactiondecreases
substantially if the animals are systematically exposed to these sensorimotor
lags, with the result that the duration of their bouts after persistent exposure
become comparable to those of zebrafish that were never exposed to the
perturbed visual reafference127. Our results do not only extend these prin-
cipal observations to the human brain but also reveal that the learning of
movement-related predictions involves areas beyond the sensorimotor
cortices18,126 including the sensorimotor cerebellum.

Here, we investigated the neural recalibration of self-touch, which
unlike arbitrary mappings between movement and sensory effects (e.g.,
pressing akey andhearing a toneor seeing aGaborpatch), constitutesoneof
the most basic sensory-motor associations in human sensorimotor control
and cognition, presumably established very early in development (or even in
utero128). The fact that the cerebellumand somatosensory cortex canflexibly
re-learn the expected temporal delays in such a simple and extensively over-
practiced sensorimotor task provides a particularly strong test case for the
theory of internal models in sensorimotor control and predictive sensory
attenuation. In addition, self-touch is an important cue for bodily self-
awareness and the distinction between bodily self and the external
environment129–133. Therefore, the findings that current somatosensory and
cerebellar regions implement neural recalibration of self-touch can have
broader implications for research into the plasticity of bodily self and how
humans adapt to delays in brain-machine interfaces and haptic feedback in
virtual reality applications.

In conclusion, the current neuroimaging results reveal a possibleneural
mechanism behind the temporal recalibration of sensorimotor predictions,
even in the very basic behavior of touching one’s own body. Together with
earlier studies using animal models, the present study suggests that across
species, sensory modalities, and tasks, the nervous system constantly reca-
librates its internal models to keep sensorimotor predictions precise and in
line with the current environmental statistics.

Methods
Participants
Weaimed for a sample size of 30 healthy participants based on our previous
study49. However, due to a major scanner failure, one participant was not
scanned at all. Five participants were further excluded: one for exiting the
scanner in themiddle of the fMRI runs, one for reporting extreme sleepiness
during some of the fMRI runs, and three for technical problems with the
setup or with registering their responses. Consequently, the behavioral and
fMRI analyses included data from a total of 24 participants (12 women, 12
men; 22 right-handed, 2 ambidextrous; 19–36 years old). The Ethics Review
Authority approved the study (project: #2016/445-31/2, amendment:
#2018:1397-32). All ethical regulations relevant to human research parti-
cipants were followed. Handedness was assessed using the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory134, and all participants provided their written
informed consent.

Experimental design
Throughout all fMRI and behavioral runs, participants lay comfortably on
the MRI scanner bed with their left hands placed palm-up on an MR-
compatible plastic table and their left index finger in contact with a probe
that contained a force sensor (Fig. 1a). The probe was controlled by an
electric motor through string-based transmission. The participants’ right
hand was resting palm down on a support directly above the left hand; the
right index finger was placed next to a second force sensor (identical sensor
to the sensorused for the left index)placed inside a capsule positionedon the
table on top of (but not in contact with) the probe on the left index finger
(10 cm approximately). Both the probe and the capsule were 3D-printed
using Polylactic Acid as filament material. Both arms were supported by
sponges tomaximize the comfort of the participants. The participants’ right
arm and hand were peripherally visible. To prevent head motion, the par-
ticipants’ head was fixed with foam pads placed between their ears and the

head coil. All participants wore earplugs and a pair of headphones to protect
their hearing from the scanner noise.

In all fMRI and behavioral trials, participants tapped a force sensor
with their right index finger (active tap) to trigger a force on the left index
finger (test tap) (Fig. 1a). There were two sessions, the adaptation session
(purple, Fig. 1b) and thebaseline session (orange, Fig. 1b), the order ofwhich
was randomized across participants. In the final sample, 14 participants
started with the baseline session and 10 participants started with the
adaptation session.

Each session included three fMRI and three behavioral runs in alter-
nating order, resulting to a total of 6 fMRI and 6 behavioral runs per
participant. We deliberately chose to have separate behavioral and fMRI
runs in order to reduce movement-related artifacts (e.g., head motion)
associatedwith verbal responses in the behavioral task and to ensure that the
BOLD signal reflected activation related to the basic sensorimotor task of
self-touch and the processing of somatosensory signals and not high-level
cognitive processes engaged in decision-making in the force-discrimination
task (e.g., workingmemory, decision-making) (see Behavioral runs). Before
the six fMRI and behavioral runs reported here, additional fMRI and
behavioral runs were conducted as part of a different study63.

System delay and experimental delays
There was an intrinsic delay of 53ms63 in our fMRI-compatible setup. This
means that both sessions included a 53ms intrinsic delay but differed in
whetherwe injected a 0msor 100msdelay. It is important to note that short
delays of ~50ms do not impact somatosensory attenuation compared to
smaller delays (e.g., 11ms)57. This suggests that our 0ms injected delay
session, despite including the intrinsic delay, simulated natural self-touch
well63.

However, this is not the case for larger delays. Specifically, we chose the
size of the injected delay (i.e., 100ms) in the adaptation session for three
reasons. First, in contrast to very short delays, previous studies showed that
delays of 100ms are long enough to perturb somatosensory
attenuation45,57,59,63. Second, delays on the order of 100–200ms are typically
unnoticed by participants59; this enables the experimental manipulation to
be covert, prevents higher-level cognitive processes associated with detect-
ing longer delays from potentially interfering with the basic sensorimotor
temporal recalibration37, and avoids evoking fMRI activations in areas
related to exogenous attentiondue tounexpectedperceptual changes.Third,
andmore importantly, we previously showed that participants can adapt to
a 100ms injected delay after repeated exposure. This adaptation was
reflected in two correlated findings: the perceived magnitude of the other-
wise nonattenuated delayed self-generated touch (100ms) was attenuated
after delay adaptation and the perceived magnitude of the otherwise atte-
nuated nondelayed self-generated touch (0ms) was less attenuated after
delay adaptation45.

Procedures in fMRI runs
Asmentioned earlier, each session had three identical fMRI runs—the early,
middle, and late runs—each consisting of 235 trials, on average, and
including trials of both nondelayed and delayed self-generated touches. In
each trial, participants tapped the force sensor with their right index finger
(active tap) and triggered the test tap with either a 100ms injected delay
(Fig. 2, delayed) or with a 0ms injected delay simulating self-touch (Fig. 2,
nondelayed). In the adaptation session (88% delayed self-generated tou-
ches) eachnondelayed self-generated touchpseudorandomly appeared after
5–9 delayed self-generated touches. In the baseline session (88%nondelayed
self-generated touches) each delayed self-generated touch pseudorandomly
appeared after 5 to 9 nondelayed self-generated touches.

The test taps had a fixed intensity of 2 N and were administered for
250ms (mean ± s.e.m.: 246.694 ± 4.755ms). Prior to the experiment, we
asked participants to tap the sensor with their right index finger at an
intensity that is comfortable tomaintain throughout all runs. By keeping the
intensity of the test taps fixed at 2 N, we ensured that the relationship
between the force participants applied with their right index finger on the
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force sensor and the force they received on their left index finger by the
motor (2 N) remained approximately constant throughout the experiment,
thereby establishing perceived causality17,135.

fMRI data acquisition
fMRI acquisition was performed using a General Electric 3 T scanner
(GE750 3 T) equipped with an 8-channel head coil. Gradient echo T2*-
weighted EPI sequences with BOLD contrast were used as an index of brain
activity. A functional image volume was composed of 42 slices (repetition
time: 2000 ms; echo time: 30ms; flip angle: 80°; slice thickness: 3 mm; slice
spacing: 3.5mm; matrix size: 76 × 76; in-plane voxel resolution: 3 mm). A
total of 155 functional volumes were collected for each participant during
each run, resulting in a total of 930 functional volumes (155 volumes × 6
runs). For the anatomical localization of activations, a high-resolution
structural image containing 180 slices was acquired for each participant
before the acquisition of the functional volumes (repetition time: 6.404ms;
echo time: 2.808ms; flip angle: 12°; slice thickness: 1mm; slice spacing:
1mm; matrix size: 256 × 256; voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1mm).

Procedures in behavioral runs
As in the fMRI runs, the taps were administered for 250ms (mean ± s.e.m.:
251.944 ± 4.071ms). Within the 50 response trials of each behavioral run
task, each level of comparison tap (1, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5, or 3 N) was
repeated seven times, except for the level of 2 N,whichwas repeated 8 times.

Post-experiment debriefing
At the end of the experiment, once all fMRI and behavioral runs were
concluded, participants were asked whether they perceived that we injected
a delay between the active tap of the right index finger and the test tap on the
left index finger in any of the runs. Only one participant reported perceiving
the presence of the injected delays, similar to previous studies reporting
limited awareness for such brief delays in self-generated touches or
tones59,136.

Preprocessing of fMRI data
A standard preprocessing pipeline was used, including realignment,
unwarping and slice-time correction using Statistical Parametric Mapping
12 (SPM12; Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK,
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) software. Outlier volumes were detected
using the Artifact Detection Tools, employing the option for liberal
thresholds (global-signal threshold of z = 9 and subject-motion threshold of
2mm). Next, we simultaneously segmented the images into gray matter,
white matter and cerebrospinal fluid and normalized them into standard
MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute, Canada). Subsequently, the
images were spatially smoothed using an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
The structural images were also simultaneously segmented (into gray and
white matter and cerebrospinal fluid) and normalized to MNI space.

fMRI data analysis
In the voxelwise GLMs the main regressor of interest was the deviant tou-
ches (i.e., delayed self-generated touches in the baseline session, and non-
delayed touches in the adaptation session), while the repeated standard
touches (i.e., nondelayed touches in the baseline session, and delayed tou-
ches in the adaptation session) weremodeled as the “implicit” baseline. The
onset of the trials was defined as the timewhen themagnitude of the test tap
peaked, their duration was set to zero, and they were convolved with the
canonical hemodynamic response function of SPM12. Any trials in which
the participants did not tap the sensor with their right index finger after the
auditory cue, tapped too lightly to trigger the touch on the left index finger
(active tap <0.4 N), tapped more than once, or tapped before the auditory
GO cue were excluded from the regressor of interest and implicit baseline
and modeled as four (4) individual regressors of no interest. According to
these criteria, we excluded 805 trials out of 34,682 fMRI trials (2.3%) from
the main regressor of interest and the implicit baseline, leading to a total of
33,877 valid trials. The number of excluded trials varied per participant

(mean ± standard deviation = 6 ± 10 trials per session). In addition, the six
motion parameters and any outlier volumes were included as regressors of
no interest. Moreover, we also included the magnitude of the active tap on
each trial as a parametric modulator. Finally, the first-level analysis was
restricted to gray matter voxels using a binary (threshold of 0.2) and
smoothedmask (8-mmFWHMGaussian kernel) of graymatter, whichwas
based on the individual’s segmented structural image (gray matter).

Specific hypotheses about the time course of activity changes
In our previous behavioral study45, we showed adaptation effects for delayed
self-generated touches after 750 exposure trials (50 initial exposure
trials+ 2 × 5 × 70 re-exposure trials), and for nondelayed self-generated
after 1250 exposure trials (200 initial exposure trials+ 3 × 5 × 70 re-
exposure trials). Assuming a similar time course, we expected signs of delay
adaptation in the late run (>914 trials = 207 per fMRI run × 2 runs + 250
trials per behavioral run × 2 runs) but not in the early run (~207 trials) or
middle run (~664 trials). In other words, the adaptation-related somato-
sensory changes should be present in the late run, the recalibration of the
internal model (i.e., left cerebellum) should occur earlier than the late run
(e.g., earlyormiddle run) and conflict-related activity (i.e., ACC) in response
to nondelayed self-touches should peak at the end of the adaptation (i.e.,
late run).

Performance during the scans
To assess whether the participants pressed with forces of similar magnitude
during the six fMRI and the six psychophysical runs, and thus rule out that
any perceptual or neural effects are driven by differences in the produced or
received forces rather than the injected delay, for each trial, we extracted the
peak amplitudes of the test and active taps (defined as the peak force
recording of each force sensor within the trial).

Labeling for anatomical areas
Macroanatomical labels for anatomical reference of significant activations
weremade using the SPMAnatomy Toolbox96. The anatomical locations of
the activation peaks were also directly compared with a mean structural
MRI scan of this group of participants’ brains to verify correct anatomical
labeling with respect to major sulci and gyri in this group.

Behavioral data analysis
There were nomissing trials in any of the six psychophysical tasks, resulting
in a total of 7200 trials (24 subjects × 0 response trials × 6 tasks = 7200 trials).
After data collection, we excluded any psychophysical trials in which the
participants did not tap the sensor with their right index finger after the GO
cue, tapped too lightly to trigger the touch on the left index finger (active tap
<0.4 N), tappedmore than once or tapped before the GO cue, as well as any
trials in which the test tap was not applied correctly (test tap <1.85 N or test
tap >2.15 N). This resulted in the exclusion of 380 of 7200 psychophysical
trials (5.27%).

We fitted the participants’ responses with a generalized linear model
using a logit link function (Eq. (1)):

p ¼ eβ0þβ1x

1þ eβ0þβ1x
ð1Þ

Before fitting the responses, the comparison forces were binned to the
nearest of the seven possible comparison tap intensities (1, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25,
2.5, or 3 N).We extracted two parameters of interest: the point of subjective
equality (PSE ¼ � β0

β1), which represents the intensity at which the test tap
felt as strong as the comparison tap (p ¼ 0:5) and quantifies the perceived
intensity of the test tap, and the just noticeable difference ðJND ¼ log 3ð Þ

β1 Þ,
which reflects the participants’ discrimination capacity.

Statistics and reproducibility
For the fMRI data, we performed small-volume corrections within regions
of interest (ROIs). The somatosensory ROIs included the right primary
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somatosensory cortex, defined as a spherical region of 10-mm radius,
centered at a peak detected in our previous study (MNI coordinates: x = 50,
y =−20, z = 60) using the same scanner, same equipment, and same tactile
stimulation (2 N) applied to the same finger (left index finger)49. The right
secondary somatosensory cortex was defined using the Anatomy Toolbox96

by selecting the Brodmann area OP1(SII). Two ROIs included the hemi-
spheres of the left cerebellar lobules IV-VI and VIII, and one ROI included
the ACC, all defined with the Wake Forest University PickAtlas toolbox137.

In addition to these ROIs, we also report analyses at the whole-brain
level. For each peak activation, the coordinates in MNI space, the z value,
and the P value are reported. As mentioned above, we denote that a peak
survived a threshold of P < 0.05 after correction formultiple comparisons at
the whole-brain or small-volume level by adding the term “FWEWB” and
“FWESV” after the P value, respectively. Finally, we extracted the average
activity from somatosensory areas using the Marsbar Toolbox138, and
Bayesian comparisonswere performedwith a default Cauchy prior of 0.707.

For the behavioral data, we used a repeated measures ANOVA (RM
ANOVA) to analyze our data with two repeated factors: the session
(adaptation or baseline) and the run (early, middle, late). Additionally,
planned pairwise comparisons were conducted using parametric (paired t
tests) or nonparametric analyses (Wilcoxon sign rank tests) depending on
the data normality, which was assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test. For
each test, 95% confidence intervals (CI95) are reported. Bayesian RM
ANOVAs and t tests were used to assess evidence for the null hypothesis
compared to the alternative hypothesis (BF01). For all Bayes’ factors reported
for the fMRI and behavioral runs, we interpret a factor 1 to 3 as “anecdotal”,
3 to 10 as “moderate”, 10 to 30 as “strong”, and greater than 100 as “deci-
sive”, indicating anecdotal,moderate, strong, or decisive support for the null
hypothesis, respectively139.

fMRI data preprocessing and analysis were performed using SPM12
onMATLABR2019b. Python 3.11.3 (libraries NumPy, SciPy)was used to
preprocess the behavioral data. R (version 4.2.2, 2022-10-31)140 and JASP
0.16.4141 were used for statistical analysis of the behavioral data. The flat
representation of the human cerebellum (cerebellar flatmap) provided
with the SUIT toolbox was used to visualize the group average imaging
data142.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Portfolio
Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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